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 In 1997, in Paris, the Centre d’études et de recherches internationales (CERI) hosted a 
conference entitled Pratiques politiques et usages de Michel Foucault (Political practices and uses 
of Michel Foucault)1. Without saying that this conference initiated a new partition of the 
« foucaldian legacy » approaches, it seems, nevertheless, that it contributed to establish a division, 
still visible today among the vast movement of appropriation of the work of Michel Foucault, 
between commentators and users2. The originality of the 1997 conference lies in the fact that it 
tried not to be an(other) event on or about Michel Foucault, his path, his « legacy », his work. The 
ambition of the conference organizers was to break with a certain tradition of the commentary of 
Foucault’s thought and opt for an effort of practical application of his « historico-critical » approach. 
The issue, then, was not an exegetic effort on Foucault’s work but, rather, to put his thought « into 
practice »3 in order to « better understand the contemporary phenomena, inseparably intellectual, 
social and political »4 ; an ambition transposed in the title of the conference and maybe even more 
in the title of the edited volume that come out of it : Penser avec Michel Foucault (Think with Michel 
Foucault)5. Along that same approach, the CERI also hosted the conference « Monitoring the 
future in security and life sciences » on April 2009 with members of the CERI and the BIOS Center 
at the LSE together with « specialists » of Michel Foucault’s work. Sixteen years after the first 
event and four after the second one, the conference we are organizing on « Biopolitics, 
governemnentality, security dispositifs. Concepts for the study of the International?» wishes to 
revive the move initiated in 1997 and extend it. The conference will seek to seize Foucault via his 
many uses to question the practical reasons of his philosophical silence about the « International » 
and this domain of knowledge we came to call « international studies » or the « discipline of 
International Relations » (IR).  

Contributors to this conference will work in two directions. On the one hand, they will 
develop on foucaldian approaches in/ to « international studies » through various themes: the 
« international system », the « balance of power », « security », « foreign policy », « development » 
or « globalization ». The question will be that of the contributions and potential limits of this 
foucaldian perspective for the understanding of so called « international » phenomena. On an 
epistemological point of view, we could also ask what Foucault has brought to « IR » through the 
uses that were made of his work. On the other hand, we will come back on Foucault’s thought, his 
concepts and his method to put them to the test of the multiple ways in which they have been 
used. The question we will examine would then no longer be that of what Foucault has brought to 
the understanding of contemporary phenomena, no longer be that of what he brings to IR, but that 
of the contributions of these uses to our knowledge on his very thought and conceptual tools. Here, 
the will to know what the multiple uses of Foucault’s work have made of his thought and tools 
substitutes for the will to know what had enabled his thought: how many and which Foucaults have 
been extracted from the multiple thought of the philosopher? And what for? And what do they tell 
us about the philosopher’s silence on the modern international?  

This conference will aim at contributing to the making of Foucault’s silence on « world 
politics » and the « modern international » into a place of encounter and confrontational space for 
ideas, with a view to make the man, the thinker, the author or the supposed unity of Foucault’s 
work disappear and leave space for the multiple uses that have been made of them.  

Foucault and IR 
 
Though the « International » is largely absent from Foucault’s work, « International studies 

» have not ignored the philosopher, his method and his concepts. In the anglo-saxon world, 
Foucault is even one of those who, with Derrida, Baudrillard, Virilio and, more recently Deleuze or 
Bourdieu, are at the origin of what is often identified as a « critical turn in/ of International 
Relations ». Starting at the end of the 1970s, some within IR found in The order of Things and 
Archaeology of Knowledge – i.e. in the least positivist Foucault – as well as in his propositions of a 
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relational and productive power, the arguments for a radical critique of the onto-epistemological 
options of the then dominating IR theories.  

The archeo-genealogical mood that was deployed at the time contributed to problematise 
this field of knowledge and to shed new light on « theories of international relations » while 
showing that the later were not so much the explanations of « world politics » they pretended to be, 
than the expressions of a very specific and historically situated spatial and political imaginary. 
Critical authors at that period also drew the attention on historical practices that had been made 
invisible by non problematized uses of concepts such as State, territory, sovereignty, foreign policy 
or security. Be it with or from Foucault, they have set the historically contingent character of IR 
that, from the end of WWII onwards – and in the anglo-saxon world at least – had gradually built up 
as an academic discipline, claiming today its institutional independence from political science.  

By then, the works of Michel Foucault fulfills a heterotopical and virtually emancipatory 
function for the critique. They served more as a base for a critique that no one now contest the 
fruitfulness, than they were actually discussed. Critical IR scholars then contributed to open a 
space in which many others, coming from various fields of knowledge have dived into bringing in 
other ways of using Foucault and thereby contributing to renew the study of « world/international 
politics ». From the 1990s on, and even more since the 2000s, uses of Foucault for the study of the 
« International » and so called « international phenomena » have shifted and pluralized. In order to 
study a « globalised world » and its contemporary transformations, it is no longer the 
epistemologist or archeologist Foucault of discursive monuments who is called in, but also the 
Foucault of the governementality, the dispositifs of security and the genealogy/ critique of neo-
liberalism. The toolmaker philosopher who wishes to be used as a toolbox has been heard.  

Questions and structure of the event 
 

Participants in this conference will interrogate all these different uses of Foucault from a 
resolutely interdisciplinary approach to address the question of whether and how to think about the 
modern International from the multiple thought of Michel Foucault. Is it possible – and if so, how – 
to think the « International » from a perspective that, in Foucault’s own thinking trajectory, and from 
the mid-1970s onwards, never ceased to work at making the state disappear behind the infinity of 
the practices, strategies and tactics, programs, dispositifs and instruments we have come to gather 
under this word? Is it possible to understand the International as a series of practices ? And if so, 
which are they ? Are they identical to those of the « state », meaning that there would be some sort 
of identity of practices but not of the state and the International ? Or are they different ? And if so, 
how can we think the International as a practice or a series of practices independently from what 
we call the « state » ?  

In order to deal with these questions, we suggest to articulate the conference around four 
roundtables that would each be introduced and concluded by a lecture given by scholars especially 
renowned for their use of Foucault.  

• Participants to the first roundtable will discuss, in a both epistemological and historical 
register, how internationalists use foucaldian method and concepts to question their effects 
on the « discipline », its status, objects (like security) and methods. What have been the 
consequences on « internationalist knowledge » of the problematisation of the modern 
conception of the political a foucaldian approach drives us into ?  

• In the second roundtable, participants will extend the discussion on governmentality in 
light of a questioning more specifically centred on liberalism and neo-liberalism. Issues 
such as the « neoliberal bureaucratization » and « management thinking » will be 
addressed: what is bureaucracy and to what extend do integration and flexibility – central 
concepts of the neo-liberal doxa – translate to bureaucraties under neoliberalism? Do 
Foucault's analyses on liberal and neoliberal rationalities of government help « portraying 
our managerial present »? The question of the possibility of critique as well as that of the 
rights of the governed in front of the contemporary rearticulations of power practices will 
also be addressed. 



• Participants to the third round table will elaborate on the possible uses of Foucault to think 
historical (and therefore contemporary) forms of the « globalisation of the world » in a 
contradictory dialogue with « postcolonial studies » and « development thinking ». How 
does Foucault help us to rethink relations of domination such as they are rearticulated and 
established on a planetary scale ?  

• The fourth roundtable of this conference will come back on the limits of the political in the 
light of the notions of power, sovereignty and violence such as the foucaldian perspective 
work them out. This will allow us to ask how such a perspective help us to problematise the 
relationship that has been established to political life under modernity. 

 
While scanning across the spectrum of questions associated to the three main figures of Foucault: 
the toolmaker, the Foucault subversive of disciplining procedures of knowledge, and the Foucault 
who is object of knowledge, we hope this conference will contribute to bring to life an 
« internationalist » Foucault capable of helping us to think the political, the modern International 
and their historical and contemporary transformations differently. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 Pratique politiques et usages de Michel Foucault, colloque organisé sous la responsabilité de : Eric Fassin, Michel 
Feher, Denis Lacorne et Jean-François Bayart, CERI, 13-14 novembre 1997.  
2 PALTRINIERI L., L’expérience du concept. Michel Foucault entre épistémologie et histoire, Paris, Publications de la 
Sorbonne, 2012, pp. 7-12. 
3 FASSIN E., « Genre et sexualité. Politique de la critique historique » in Marie-Christine Granjon (dir.), Penser avec Michel 
Foucault. Théorie critique et pratiques politiques, Paris, Karthala, 2005, p. 230 
44 GRANJON M.-C., « Penser autrement avec Michel Foucault. La méthode ‘historico-critique’, usages théoriques, 
heuristiques et politiques » in Marie-Christine Granjon (dir.), Penser avec Michel Foucault, Penser avec Michel Foucault. 
Théorie critique et pratiques politiques, Paris, Karthala, 2005, p. 9. 
5 GRANJON M.-C. (dir.), Penser avec Michel Foucault. op. cit. 



	  

––––––––– MONDAY, JANUARY 13TH ––––––––– 

09h15-09h30 – Welcoming address and introduction 
Didier Bigo (CERI/Sciences Po), Philippe Bonditti (IRI/PUC-Rio), Frédéric Gros (UPEC) 

SESSION 1 | 09H30-12H30 
INTERNATIONAL? Politics and Security in light of genealogy and governmentality 
Chair : Philippe Bonditti – IRI/PUC-Rio 

09h30-10h15 – Introductory Lecture 
o Counter Concepts for the International: Political Spirituality, Insurrection and the Courage of Truth 

by Michael Dillon, University of Lancaster, UK 

10h15-11h30 – Roundtable 
o Foucault in IR. Is there anything left to say?  

by Jef Huysmans – Open University, UK 
o Lives of Infamous Men in the 21st Century 

by Fabienne Brion, Université Catholique de Louvain, Belgique 
o Decolonising critical security from IR : genealogy of (in)securities  

by Didier Bigo, CERI-Sciences Po, France 

11h30-12h30 – Discussion 

SESSION 2 | 14H00-18H00 
(NEO)LIBERAL? Bureaucratisation, Management, Critique 
Chair : Sandrine Revet – CERI-Sciences Po, France 

14h00-14h45 – Introductory Lecture 
o Global Policing and (in)different management 

by Mariella Pandolfi, University of Montreal  

14h45-16h00 – Roundtable 
o On neoliberal bureaucratization 

by Béatrice Hibou, CNRS/ CERI Sciences Po, France 
o A historical ontology of management  

by Luca Paltrinieri, CIRPP, CCI-Paris-Idf and Collège international de Philosophie  
o Is there a critical liberalism? 

by Frédéric Gros, UPEC, France  

16h00-16h15 – Coffee Break 

16h15-17h00 – Keynote address 
o Foucault and Method  

by Michael Shapiro, University of Hawaii at Manoa, Untited States 

17h00-18h00 – Discussion 
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––––––––– TUESDAY, JANUARY 14TH ––––––––– 

09h00-09h30 – Participants welcoming 

SESSION 3 | 09H30-12H30 
GLOBAL? Beyond (post-)colonialism and developmentalism 
Chair : Didier Bigo – CERI-Sciences Po, France  

09h30-10h15 – Introductory Lecture 
o Globally yours: globalization as regimes of subjectification 

by Jean-François Bayart, CNRS/ CERI Sciences Po Paris, France  

10h15-11h30 – Roundtable 
o Foucault and the subject of the postcolonial international 

by Vivienne Jabri, Kings College London, UK 
o Foucault and the colonial  

by Paulo Esteves and Marta Moreno, IRI/ PUC-Rio, Brazil  
o Globalization, sovereignty and the politics of survival 

by Marc Abélès, LAIOS, CNRS/EHESS, France 

11h30-12h30 – Discussion 

SESSION 4 | 14H00-16H30 
MODERN? Sovereignty, violence and power  
Chair: Pierre Hassner – CERI-Sciences Po Paris, France  

14h00-14h45 – Introductory Lecture 
o Power as sumbolon and signature: sovereignty, governmentality and the international 

by Mitchell Dean, Copenhagen Business School, Denmark  

14h45-16h00 – Roundtable 
o The invention of terrorism and the mutation of modernity  

by Philippe Bonditti, IRI/PUC-Rio, Brazil  
o Spatializing the international through governmentality, sovereignty and violence 

by Pierre Sauvêtre, Sciences Po, Paris, France 
o Sovereign state and inward colonization: fiction about a Foucault/ Schmitt non-dialogue  

by Guillaume Sibertin-Blanc, Université Toulouse le Mirail, France 

16h00-16h15 – Coffee Break 

Session 5 | 16h15-18h00 | CONCLUDING SESSION 
16h15-17h00 – Concluding lecture 

o Which Foucault? Which International? 
by R.B.J. Walker, University of Victoria, Canada 

17h00-18h00 – General discussion 

 



| P A N E L  1  | 
INTRODUCTORY LECTURE by Michael Dillon 
Counter Concepts for the International: Political Spirituality, Insurrection and the Courage of Truth 
At the end of The Order of Things Michel Foucault foregrounds ‘the analytic of finitude’ as the temporal 
horizon that problematises modern thought in novel ways. He traces how in the transition from the classical 
to the modern age concrete (epistemological) form was given to finitude through the positivities of Life, 
Labour and Language. These in turn were organized through the deeply ambivalent strategic figure of Man. 
So also are modern problematisations of politics, government and rule. This paper proceeds, however, upon 
the basis of two extensions of Foucault’s thesis. First, it introduces a second strategic figure to that of Man, 
Life. Second, it construes ‘International Relations’ as a complex discursive formation that has helped give 
concrete (political) form to finitude, its rules of truth and truths of rule revolving around the strategic figures of 
Man and Life. From there, it explores three differently grounded concerns: the courage of truth, political 
spirituality and the indisputable facticity of the political madness of insurrection. All three are complexly 
related concerns that probe the analytic of modern finitude just as they dispute the positivities of security. 
They testify to the progressive disintegration of the grid of intelligibility that has underwritten ‘International 
Relations’ in some of its critical as well as traditional forms, and to the allied disintegration of the grid of 
intelligibility furnished by global liberal governance as thoroughly corrupted financially as it has been 
overwhelmed militarily. ‘Mission accomplished.’ 

Foucault in IR — Is there anything left to say?, by Jef Huysmans 
Foucault has become so fashionable in certain areas in International Relations that one gets to the point of 
asking ‘’How much Foucault can one publish? » — « Is there anything left to say? » Rather than making this 
an expression of a desire for a new fashionable ‘master thinker’, this presentation takes this exasperation as 
a starting point to revisit the work that the use of Foucault has done in International Relations. The 
presentation starts from a broad-brush overview of how Foucault’s work has been used in International 
Relations. It then asks what, if anything, has been missed or underplayed that nevertheless is important for 
understanding contemporary world politics. In particular, two issues are raised: (a) methods of reading power 
relations in diffusing, fracturing worlds; and (b) conceptions of structural relations after structuralism. 

Lives of Infamous Men in the 21st Century. Thinking about Belgo-Moroccan Detainees in Belgium and in 
Morocco with Foucault. Re-thinking Foucault with Belgo-Moroccan Detainees in Belgium and in 
Morocco, by Fabienne Brion 
What do Belgo-Moroccan detainees in Belgium and in Morocco teach us about international relations and the 
law? Foucault certainly helps us to ask this question and, while trying to answer it, to problematize notions 
that we usually take for granted – e.g. «population », « citizenship », « nationality », « criminality », « law », « 
democracy » –, thus changing the way we look at « our western societies ». Conversely, trying to account for 
short-term and long-term prison populations trends changes the way we look at the succession, in his 
writings, of a « disciplinary moment », a « biopolitical moment » and a « democratic moment » ; and that, 
having changed our understanding of the dynamics in Foucault’s work, it also changes the way we 
understand some of his key concepts – « discipline »/« biopolitics », « individual »/« population », « subject 
»/« society ». Taken together, the two sets of changes may shed a new light on his lifelong fight – or serious 
discussion – with Marx, and help us make sense of one of his most challenging statements : « Our societies 
proved to be really demonic since they happened to combine those two games – the city-citizen game and 
the shepherd-flock game – in what we call the modern states ». 

Decolonising critical security from IR : genealogy of (in)securities, by Didier Bigo 
Security studies have been conceived as a specific theme of political sciences and IR and associated with 
war and survival. Knowledge coming from other disciplines have been marginalised during many years. The 
main arguments for a critique of security in IR have therefore turned around the so-called enlargement of 
security or its deepening. The theme of a transformation of the governmentality of security from discipline to 
biopolitics has been bought by IR critical security studies as a way to think through this deepening of the 
terminology of security. This is certainly an interesting move. Nevertheless strong limitations come from the « 
direct translation » of conceptions of the practices and meanings of security in sociology, criminology, 
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anthropology, history into IR and political sciences. The bodies of knowledge have different hotbeds of 
meaning and their transfers are far from being unproblematic. Analysis of security inspired by the practices of 
personal safety, social security, and risk cannot be transposed as if they were describing or enlarging and 
deepening practices of security, danger and fear. Foucault has been sometimes used as a way to bridge the 
link between these disciplines, and as if he was speaking of the present of war, but a genealogy of 
knowledge in a foucaldian way, may complexify the picture and revoke the argument about the transfer of 
Foucault's idea of security into IR. 

| P A N E L  2  | 

INTRODUCTORY LECTURE by Mariella Pandolfi 
Global Policing and (in)different management 
In my remarks I would like to develop three related ideas, the first evoked by the term « global policing », the 
second and third by indifferent and different management.  With the term « global policing » I wish to 
describe the fusion and confusion of different forms of action and intervention on the global stage since the 
end of the Cold War – i.e. the growing indistinctiveness between the international and the domestic, between 
war and policing, between war and humanitarian aid, between humanitarianism and economic development, 
between non-governmental organizations and international business etc. With the concept of managerial 
indifference, I wish to evoke the idea that the generalization of market-based norms and practices to the 
global-policing assemblage has led to a flattening of historical, spatial, and cultural differences as the 
discourse, practices and techniques of « good governance » are applied indifferently around the globe. 
Finally, with « different management », I wish to suggest the idea that a new form of governmental reason, 
what I call regulated non-order or managed chaos, has emerged.  Going beyond liberal and neo-liberal 
biopolitics, the complete therapeutization of what Mick Dillon calls the biohuman has created a post-political, 
post-liberal subject. 

On neoliberal bureaucratization, by Béatrice Hibou 
Apartment renting, banking system evaluation, budget's companies or goods and food certification, 
connections to computing networks, bank loan applications: our daily lives are increasingly colonized by 
highly complex bureaucratic procedures, be they digital? How can we make sense of this evolution of our 
contemporary western societies? In this presentation, I will argue that neoliberal bureaucracy is not a 
hierarchical apparatus that could be reduced to the state and that would come from above. Rather, it should 
be understood as a much larger process of « bureaucratic participation » made of norms, rules, procedures 
and formalities, stemming from the corporate world, and that gradually envelops the whole society. It is, I 
shall suggest, a vector of discipline and control that produces social and political indifference. However, gaps 
and breaches exist, and turn this complex apparatus into a major challenge of the political struggles to come. 

A historical ontology of management, by Luca Paltrinieri 
The aim of this lecture will be to highlight the relationship between Michel Foucault’s work and a critical 
history of management. It is known that Foucault’s « toolbox » was, and still remains, very useful in 
understanding the practices of management, but today we must go further and look at Foucault in the context 
of a critical genealogy of management technologies. In order to do so, I will be talking about Foucault’s 
notions of critique, historical ontology and philosophical ethos and I will try to articulate these notions 
accurately in an effort to portray a history of our managerial present. 

Is there a critical liberalism?, by Frédéric Gros, UPEC 
In this presentation, we will try to clarify what Foucault meant by « security » and « liberalism » in his lectures 
at the Collège de France. This will be done based on the general framework of the problem of obedience. 
Indeed, the foucaldian concept of « government » allows thinking about the articulation of the « government 
of the self » and « the government of the others », therefore problematizing the ethical structuration that 
allows everyone to accept a political game. From this horizon, Foucualt is led to rethink the « security 
dispositif » as régulation, and to split the liberal governementality into production of freedom and critical 
liberalism. 



| K E Y N O T E  L E C T U R E  | 

Foucault and Method, by Michael J. Shapiro 
My title is inspired by Fredric Jameson’s Brecht and Method, where he suggests that rather than offering a 
doctrine, [Brecht’s] « ‘proposals’ and his lessons – the fables and proverbs he delighted in offering – were 
more on the order of a method than a collection of facts, thoughts, conviction, first principles and the like. » 
He adds that for Brecht « science and knowledge are not grim and dreary duties but first and foremost 
sources of pleasure: even epistemological; and theoretical dimensions of ‘science’ are to be thought in terms 
of popular mechanics and the manual amusement of combining ingredients and learning to use new and 
unusual tools. » Foucault also articulates his work with method, using the same term. Referring to his 
analysis of prisons and asylums, he writes, « Je voudrais que mes livres soient une sorte de tool-box dans 
lequel les autres puissent aller fouiller pour y trouver un outil avec lequel ils pourraient faire ce que bon leur 
semble, dans leur domaine. » [« I would like my books to be a kind of tool-box which others can dig in to find 
a tool with which they can make good use, in whatever manner they wish, in their own area. »] In this paper, 
I elaborate some of the contents of the tool-box and review what has resulted of late from the digging in by 
various theorists, myself included. 

| P A N E L  3  | 

INTRODUCTORY LECTURE by Jean-François Bayart 
Globally yours: globalization as regimes of subjectification 
Globalization is the notion by mean of which one designates the emergence of a governmenmentality of 
world reach since the beginning of the « long XIXth » century: a configuration of practices of domination over 
others. The universalization of the nation-state is its key institutional and organizational vault, and « identitist 
» culturalism its ideology of predilection in the political sphere, even though the markets of technics, 
knowledge, beliefs, goods and, overall, capitals are getting internationalized; a myriad of practices of the self 
which simultaneously pertain to a material culture, to global body techniques and particularistic cultural or 
political repertoires. Therefore is it better to describe this governmentality as « national-liberal » instead of 
liberal or neoliberal. The Great Disjunction between economic and financial libereralization on the one hand, 
the coercive partitioning of the market of labor force on the other – a Great Disjunction which is a synergy as 
much as a contradiction. Nevertheless, globalization is not a factor of extraneity that would impose (itself) on 
societies. It is produced by our own practices and constitutes us as moral subjects. 

Foucault and the subject of the postcolonial international, by Vivienne Jabri, Kings College London 
Foucault’s analytics of power come under critical scrutiny by a number of postcolonial authors, where the 
primary claim is that the picture portrayed of the trajectories of power in western, liberal societies did not 
account for the colonial past, and the technologies used in the government of the colonised. This is a well 
trodden path in postcolonial theory and has much in its favour. The paper moves the debate forward, 
however, for it is the case that much of this criticism does not engage what I refer to as the ‘postcolonial 
international’, a distinctive terrain of politics wherein the postcolonial subject finds voice. This is, at the same 
time, a contested and hierarchical terrain, but one that nevertheless presents a distinct aporia for the 
postcolonial subject of politics. Can this aporia be unravelled using Michel Foucault’s analytics of power and 
resistance? The presentation suggests that Foucault is challenged by the postcolonial international; 
however, his ideas on subjectivity and subjectivisation remain all too important in understanding the 
constitutive relationship between ‘the international’ and the postcolonial subject’s claim to politics. 

Foucault and the colonial, by Paulo Esteves and Marta Fernández Moreno 
Postcolonial perspectives are indebted to Foucault’s writings in many and important ways. In fact, since the 
publication of Edward Said’ major work, Orientalism, postcolonial thinkers often invoke Foucault’s notion of 
the nexus power-knowledge. Drawing on Foucault, they point out that the way we frame events around us 
necessarily carries strategies of power and  techniques of knowledge. Even though Foucault had explored in 
many ways how power, knowledge and subjectivity are mutually implicated, his work was quite silent about 
how they were articulated within the colonial experience. Broadly, the main purpose of this paper is twofold: 
to explore the political implications of this omission for a critical understanding of global politics and to 
advance an analytics of colonial relations of power. 
 



Globalization , sovereignty and the politics of survival, by Marc Abélès 
In our globalized world, the reorganization of traditional powers and the increasing influence of the 
transnational on a planetary scale is only the top of the iceberg. When trying to understand this political 
displacement, especially the emergence of powers and resistances that cannot be framed in terms of nation-
state, we have to reconsider the concept of sovereignty, as did Michel Foucault in his critical theory. We can 
observe that a set of systems is actually evolving, undermining the perception of sovereignty that has long 
been the foundation of western governmental practices. Working on global politics, anthropology points out 
how life and survival have become central issues in order to understand the new way of acting and thinking 
of politics.  

| P A N E L  4  | 

INTRODUCTORY LECTURE by Mitchell Dean  
Power as sumbolon and signature: sovereignty, governmentality and the international 
At the beginning and end of Foucault’s long excursus on power, he employed the Greek image of the 
sumbolon in which two halves must be joined to become « a unique object whose overall configuration is the 
manifest form of power ». He divides and joins the halves of: sovereignty & biopolitics, the juridical-political & 
war and battle, reign & government, games of power & states of domination, violence & consent, totalization 
& individualization, political technologies & techniques of the self. We can add here: the domestic and the 
international. Another name for the sumbolon is « the signature of power ». 

The invention of terrorism and the mutation of modern spatiality, by Philippe Bonditti 
It is a common idea that antiterrorism opposes « terrorism ». The presentation will seek to show the ways in 
which a foucaldian archeo-genealogical perspective contributes challenging that dominant vision, suggesting 
to understand « terrorism » and antiterrorism as the production of a same historical logic, that of a re-
distribution of violence which is itself one of the multiple expression of the contemporary mutation of « 
modern spatiality ».  

Spatializing the international through governmentality, sovereignty and violence, by Pierre Sauvêtre 
In the wake of Foucault, some works used the notion of « governmentality » to analyze the ways through 
which contemporary neo-liberalism conducts individuals within their freedom, but others, more critical, have 
pointed out its limits for the analysis of phenomena of sovereign violence, for which the notion of « state of 
exception », revisited by Giorgio Agamben, may appear more operational. The purpose of our 
communication is to set up hurdles for these opposing conceptions by articulating their respective concepts 
to each other through their spatialization and their internationalization. The hedonist neo-liberalism and the 
governmentality of the North is indeed finding its conditions of possibilities in the states of exception of the 
South, whether these are the effect of sovereign violence or of inner zones of anomy within failed States.  

Sovereign state and inward colonization: fiction about a Foucault/ Schmitt non-dialogue, by Guillaume 
Sibertin-Blanc 
In the Nomos of the Earth, Carl Schmitt suggest a paradoxical foundation of contemporary international 
relations, as a supplement of the eurocentric nomos, both taking over and “melancholying” its loss, 
overcoming its dismemberment and recognizing its irreparable collapse. From there, I will suggest two 
possible ways of re-reading Foucault’s 1976 lecture Society must be defended to fictionalize a response to 
Schmitt: a) the scheme of "internal colonization" Foucault locates with the birth of the modern state, 
destabilizing up to its very foundation the idealization of the European state as "neutral and third party 
sovereign power" that grounds the Eurocentric nomos; b) the twofold reading, Foucault sketched in this 
lecture, of two authors that embody modern state rationality in the eyes of Schmitt, Hobbes and Clauzewitz. 



| K E Y N O T E  L E C T U R E  | 
Which Foucault? Which International?, by R.B.J. Walker 
This presentation will seek to build on earlier discussions at this conference by considering the diversity, 
contestability and appropriability of phenomena named as « Foucault » and « the international. » It seems 
fairly clear that Michel Foucault had little to say about the international understood as a systematic order that 
has been both the possibility condition and variable determinant of political life within states (rather than as a 
geographic array of other places). He is in good company in this respect. But his work is guided by a 
commitment to heterogeneity that enables him to generate ways of thinking and modes of analysis that offer 
important resources with which to avoid some of the mistakes made by those who do pay attention to an 
international. There is nevertheless a danger that these resources will be appropriated by homogenizing 
tendencies, whether in the name of a universalizing liberalism or generalized claims about governmentality, 
biopolitics and security. Despite his own resistance to Kant, Foucault is susceptible to some of the same 
interpretive politics that have turned Kant from someone who identifies the international as a problem to 
someone who offers a solution. While saying little about the international as such, Foucault does offer 
resources for thinking about the international as a problem, and for resisting prevailing accounts of what it 
might mean to seek an alternative to the international. Beyond this, however, Foucault works within traditions 
that presume a distinction between the international and some other world lying outside the international. 
Foucault remains Kantian in this specific sense; and again he is not alone. Consequently, while Foucault can 
be used in many different ways, for better or worse, it would be a mistake to use him at all without 
acknowledging that he was from the beginning of his career unusually perceptive about forms of exclusion 
that enable specific forms of inclusion and exclusion. 
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